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INTRODUCTION TO THE 1 994 SC �URVEY BY MJCHAEL GLICKMAN 

Let's ask ourselves what - after all these years and all these theories, all these conferences and speculations, all 
this writing and debate- what do we know, what have we learned? Well, not a whole bunch! We know that 
the formations appear but we don't know how or why. We know that they become increasingly complex and 

elaborate and those of us who look at the geometry are surprised by the sophistication and subtlety of the 
designs. It remains intractably resistant to explanation. We have (for the moment at least) a mystery and a 

miracle. 

One of the oddest things about this extraordinary phenomenon is the range of strange personal effects 

reported by its students and researchers. Of course, these reports can easily be dismissed as the anecdotal 
ravings of crackpots; indeed, perhaps some of them are! However, the consistency and similarity of what we 
hear is remarkable. It is now an accepted part of croppie culture that weird things happen to us. The Sussex 

Circular Survey provides a record of this very particular aspect of the crop circle phenomenon. It has no 
pretensions to 'scientific method' nor does it claim to contain momentous revelations. It is however a useful -
and often very amusing- cross section through the mind set of 'the tribe' in 1994. History! Reading through 

these pages and the comments that are appended to each question, I am reminded how much I like these 
peculiar people. There are many confirmations; many of the answers are precisely as one might have 
expected and hoped. There are however several surprises. For example, question 37 asks respondents to 
choose their favourite crop circle. The top three, in order, are the Mandelbrot, Barbury Castle and Bythorn. 
I must admit this was a surprise to me. I knew that the Mandelbrot was popular but I was astonished that it 

touched so many so deeply that it would take first place. Another curiosity. The Mandelbrot and Bythorn, 
first and third among the croppies, were both notoriously little-visited. 

I was shocked to see how old we are. 23% of respondents were over 60 and 67% were over 40. I don't 
want to be ageist about this and certainly (though I know this will come as a shock to my more loyal readers) 
I am not really 23 myself From the fields and from conferences I had the impression that we were, on 
average, significantly younger. Perhaps the Sussex Circular is essentially a pensioners' journal. Inevitably the 
H-word raises its ugly head. The question " ... what percentage of crop formations is genuine?" is answered 
with impressive confidence. Apparently, 19 different percentages were mentioned, ranging from 99.5% to 

I 0%. How did they know? What method did these individuals use to define so precisely their estimate? 

The 45 carefully formulated questions seem to be dealt with honestly by the respondents. At the end of each 
of the 45 sections is a selection of the comments that were included. There is no doubt that croppies are a 

verbal bunch. They have little hesitation in expressing their irritation or derision when necessary! 

Anyone interested in the crop circles should have a copy of this survey on their shelves. Not only is it an 
enlightening document, it also serves as an informal indication of the way we were, the way we thought and 
what we were struggling to be in 1994. I hope that the Sussex Circular has the energy to do it annually (God 
forbid- Ed). We would all benefit from a sequence of similar surveys showing the shifts and changes in our 
beliefs and attitudes. 

Writer and inventor Michael Glickman has contributed to many circle-related journals and events and is currenl�v a member 
of the CCCS Council. 

Sussex Circular: Edited and produced by Andy Thomas. Articles and contributions to the editorial address please. 
CCCS Sussex Branch Convenor: Barry Reynolds (Tel. 0444 232873). Subscription applications and queries: Debbie 
Pardoe, 42 Croxden Way, Willingdon Trees, Eastbourne, East Sussex, BN22 OUJ. Subscription £10.00 (12 copies), 
cheques payable to 'CCCS Sussex'. The opinions expressed in this publication are those of the individual 
contributors and not the Sussex Circular or the CCCS as a whole, unless otherwise stated. 

THE 1994 SC CROP CIRCLE SURVEY 

Back in January liJIJ-l. SC launched what is (if one discounts Lucy Pringlc's ongoing records of unusual physical effects on 

people in formations) the most ex1ensive, indeed the only survey ever of those who have been drawn to the wonders of the crop 
circle phenomenon, in an effort to discover their views and experiences and to provide what may well become, for future 

'historians', a valuable snapshot in time of the people who were there while these mysterious and beautiful shapes were 
appearing in the world's cropfields and how their lives were affected by them. The survey should also help in the here and now 
to realise more clearly where our �ourney' has led us, so that perhaps a sharper picture of where we should be going will 
emerge... 115 survey sheets in all were finally gathered in - more than enough for the results to be meaningful and worthwhile. 
Our thanks to number one croppie Michael Glickman for his opening introduction to this special 20-page issue. 

HOW THE RESULTS WERE COMPILED AND HOW TO UNDERSTAND THEM: For each question's answers, there 

are two columns of figures, sometimes three. The bold figures in the left-hand column record how many ticks were made on the 
total questionnaires for that particular option. The next column (usually the right-hand one) gives that same figure as a 
percentage for a clearer at-a-glance result (these have been rounded up to their basic figures without the fractions after the 
point). Sometimes a third column appears ie. '?X 3'- this denotes the amount of "maybe", "?" or "not sure" answers given for 
this option, which we felt were worth recording. Other "?"s etc for a whole question have been gathered into a 'Don't Know' 
option. The options selected are presented in descending order from the highest score. Remember that one person may have 

ticked several options in one question, so that just because someone ticked for instance 'Humans' as the cause behind the crop 
circles in Q.6, this does not mean that they did not also tick 'ETs' as well. Very few people ever ticked a single option. The 

letters in brackets after each option ie. (E) in some questions, denotes the original order of the options on the questionnaire 
sheet. 

We have included quite ex1ensively people's comments - of1en scrawled onto the questionnaires even when not requested - as in 
some ways these make up the most interesting aspect of the final survey results. As there were so many of these - some people 
seemed to think they were writing a thesis as opposed to filling in a questionnaire! - we have had to be selective at times, but all 

of the most interesting and constructive remarks appear. Many of these comments were of1en humorous and we have included 
most of these as they surely also say something about the kind of people involved in this phenomenon. Some people also 

included some worthy but lengthy discourses on the backs of their survey sheets which unfortunately there just wasn't room to 
print in this already ex1ended issue of SC. Perhaps some of these may appear at a later date. Because of the space restrictions, 
please excuse some of the very small print used in this issue - not a permanent feature! You will also find at the foot of most 
questions, my own comments, as your Editor sticks his own oar in for clarification and summing up. These comments always 
appear in hold and in italics like this. These comments are purely my own assessment.. 

ANDY THOMAS (Editor, SC) November 1994 

S ECTION 1 -first impressions 

Q.l How did you first hear about the crop circles? 

WORD OF MOUTH (E) 

NEWSPAPER (A) 

BOOK/MAGAZINE (B) 

TV/RADIO (C) 

PERSONAL SIGHTING (D) 

53 
29 
26 
18 
9 

46 
25 
22 
1 5  

7 

115 SURVEYS RECEIVED 

COMMENTS: "Lecture by Michael Green in 1989"/ "FSR 1982"/ "Dream"/ "I really can't remember! It seems as if they have 
been here forever!"/"All"/"Hidden in mists of time! May have been FSR"/"Can't remember" Clearly good old f�rst-person 
tongue-wagging is the hest way to find out about something new and exciting ... 

Q.2 If A, B, C, orE above, did this make you go out and find one? 

YES 55 47 
NO 47 40 
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COMMENTS: "I would have done but I was in Dubai until 1990"/"Eventually"/"Ultimately"/"A local one"/"Not immediately" 
Quite a few people said they would like to have done but were unable to for various reasons. I suppose ultimately we were all 
impelled to go out and see a formation for ourselves even if it was a few years later! 

Q.3 Which was the first formation you visited? 

. AL TON BARNES SNAIL 1992 10 8 
AL TON BARNES I 990 7 6 
SOMPTING 1992 7 6 

OTHERS: Sompting celtic cross #I 93 (4)/Barbury Castle 91 (3)/Cherhill 93 (3)/Lockeridge 'whale' (3)/Silbury Hill 93 
(3)/Alton Barnes 91 (2)/Crawley Down 90 (2)/Husbands Bosworth 91 (2)/Silbury Hill quintuplet 88 (2)/Silbury Hill 1989 
(2)/l{untingdon celtic cross 91/Rathfinny Farm quintuplet, Alfriston 84/Cheesefoot Punchbowl 90/Gussage All Saints 93/Dupath 
Well. Callington 93/Avebury Trusloe dumbbell 91/0ld Sarum 92/Bickington 90/Sompting celtic cross #2 93/West Overton 
93/Kennewick, Oregon USA 93/Callington 92/A34, Newbury 90/Merstham M25 triangle 93/Lockeridge dumbbell 92/Herkimer, 
New York. USA 93/'666', West Overton 93/Westwoods 91/East Kennett 91/Winchester dumbbell 92/Callington 90/Avebury 
Avenue 93/Lockeridge triple dumbbell 91/Cheesefoot Head dumbbell 90/ Callington 91/Silbury Hill ringed circle 88/Cheesefoot 
Head snail 92/Winterbourne Stoke 92/A27 Devils Dyke 92/Patcham 

'
92/0xford rape circle 93/Cheesefoot Head 91/Backworth, 

Newcastle 90/Grasdorf, Germany 91/Westbury 90/ Cheesefoot Punchbowl 81/Shoreham cross 93/Butleigh Wootton 
90/Mansfield 89/Mansfield Woodhouse 91/Southwell 91 In the wake of 1990 and 1991's excitement, East Field was the first 
place everybody headed for when the new generation of croppies turned up for '92, and thus 'Brian' the A/ton Barnes 'snail' 
was what they found. Similarly, the Sompting 'Captain Scarlet' logo was the fU'st Sussex formation to receive lots of 
publicity since the Rathfinny quintuplet in the 80's. The 1990 A/ton Barnes pictogram was splashed across the newspapers 
and many, previously unaware of crop formations, travelled down especially to see it for themselves. 

Q.4 What did you initially tit ink was responsible? 

ETs (D) 3 1  26 
FLYING SAUCER MARKS (C) 13 1 1  
PEOPLE (B) 12 1 0  
WIND/WEATHER (A) 5 4 

OTHER: "Paranormal"/"Natural e:\'J)Ianation"/"Was perplexed, opcn-mindcd"/"Unknown agency"/"Earth energies"/"lntelligent 
energy"/"Ultra-Terrestrials/higher powcr"/"Just 'The Circlemakers"'/"No idea"/"Spiritual messages"/"ET intelligence"/"Earth 
energy interacting with outside force"/"Military?"/"Devic forces"/"lnconclusive"/"No idea - that's the fascination!"/"Something 
anomalous"/"Earth and cosmic energies"/"Other-dimensional intelligence"/"Elementals"/"Natural phenomena"/"Who 
knows?"/"Type of non-human intelligence"/"A new (or perhaps not) mystery force of nature"/"Energy force - source 
unknown"/"Some paranormal type of event linked to flying saucers"/"Rabbits - joke!"/"Beyond description with 
words"/"Other!"/"A form of energy manipulated intelligently"/"Possibly defence secret?"/"Was sure it was not A or B"/"The 
Earth Spirit"/"Some external force that we at present can't comprehend"/"Magick"/"ET devices" About 20% of people left this 
question blank or said they had no idea originally as to what was going on. Several people mentioned 'earth energies' ... 

Q. 5 Were you already interested/involved in the 'paranormal'? 

YES 10 1 87 
NO 9 7 
INTERESTED, NOT INVOLVED 7 6 

COMMENTS: "Metaphysics"/"UFOs"/"1 don't know what you mean by paranormal. I was interested in the anomalous and the 
interface of consciousness with the material"/"Yes. but not too much"/"Slightly"/"Esoteric, metaphysical"/"Only 
vaguely"/"Marginally - more interested in spiritual development"!" Amongst others, UFOs. My interest is a cautious one - not (I 
hope) a fanatic. whatever that may be defined as .. . " So obviously for the most part the circles attracted a certain sort of 
person from the start. We assume that they caught the attention of the people they were supposed to .. ? 

S ECTION TWO - what you think 

Q. 6 What do you tit ink tlte crop circles are created by? 
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EXTRA-DIMENSIONALS (B) 64 5 5  
(Intelligences from other dimensions) 

NATURE SPIRITS (Devas etc) (C) 35 30 ?X2 

THE EARTH SPIRJT (D) 35 30 ?XI 

EXTRA-TERRESTRIALS (A) 29 2 5  
(Physical aliens in our dimension) 

HUMANS BY PHYSICAL 24 20 ?XI 

MEANS (G) (Standard hoaxing) 

HUMANS BY NON-PHYSICAL 1 4  12 ? X 1 

MEANS (F) (Military devices etc) 

GOD (H) 9 7 
PLASMA VORTEX (E) 8 6 ?X 1 

(Or similar undirected natural force) 

IMPACTING ORGONE (J) 3 2 ? X 1 

THE DEVIL (I) 1 0.8 
DON'T KNOW 11 9 

OTHER: "Discarnate human consciousness"/"Something spiritual from another dimension"/"Charles Fort reckoned we were an 
experiment, so - our owners? The great lab techs in the sky?"/"At a certain level all work together and become 
one"/"Paranormal forces - psychic interaction with our ancestors?"/"Patterns from human unconscious interrelating with C, E 
and F (and why not H?)"/"Human thought forms"/"Higher consciousness in another dimension and our own collective 
unconscious"/"Unknown energy force"/"Earth becoming empowered for future activity - interacting dimensions preparing the 
way"/"Haven't a clue"/"Combination of B and C"/Non-Terrestrial intelligence obeying Gaia's laws"/"Something so radically 
unknown at this time that we do not possess the information to interpret"/"EDs - including angels"/"lntelligent spiritual force
the life force which is in Man, animal, plant and Earth"/"Human spirits"/"Eiementals"/"Haven't got enough info yet to know
perhaps a combination of all but I"/" A group of people knowingly or unknowingly through some sort of ritual/meditation in 
contact with spirits etc"/"Unknown intelligence possibly related to the crop itself'/"Perhaps A or B, but possibly also F 
sometimes. They may not all come from the same source, or sources may combine"/" All of the above except the Devil (there is 
no Devii)"/"EDs creating ground marks on request of the planet due to physical attack by Man on planet! To raise Man's 
awareness"/"Matrix\blueprint already present in Earth prior to physical manifestation by trigger action"/"I'd love to think some 
were more than human - but why always so small - why not over fences, hedges, roads etc - they are far too human in scale - but 
they are often beautiful and have opened many people's hearts and eyes and minds"/"Non-human intelligence"/"Others 
inhabiting this planet but on a different frequency and time scale"/"I think there can be a number of causes"/"Natural Earth 
energies"/"Non-locality"/"Combination of intelligence from other dimensions with help from Devic forces who work with Gaia" 
Clearly 'ETs' are getting a bit passe these days... EDs are where it's at - although many seem to consider them the same 
thing anyway. Note the rise in the Nature Spirits/Earth Spirit vote since Q.4 ... 

Q. 7 If not For G above, what percentage of crop formations is genuine? 

80% 

50% 

90% 

95% 

70% 

75% 

60% 

20% 

DON'T KNOW 

12 1 0  
12 1 0  

9 7 
7 6 
6 
5 
3 
3 

1 9  

5 
4 
2 
2 

1 6  
OTHER PERCENTAGES MENTIONED: 99.5, 99, 98, 90, 85, 80, 79, 68, 40, 30, 10. 
COMMENTS: "50% now - much higher earlier"/"Less than 5% genuine in sense of not human made - however. human circles 
are not necessarily not 'genuine'"/"Few modern ones - eg. post 1988. most older ones, eg. pre 1985"/"Some manmade ones may 
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be inspired and are part of the message"/"The majority are not hoaxed and for those that are, we need to look at what or who is 
impulsing people to hoax"/"Majority"/"Now in Britain 15%, now world-wide 65%"/"89/91 - 80%, 92/93 - 20%"/"Most"/"10% 
though I'd have said 95% a while ago"/"Probably two thirds"/"90% in 1991 and before"/"From 80% in 1989 to 50% in 
1993"/"All formations are genuine regardless of the agent that creates them"/"50% in Wiltshire, 99% elsewhere"I"The 
particularly unusual or complex formations have to be genuine - maybe 60%?"/"0ne in three"/"66.6 - this was not selected 
randomly - out of 135 formations listed in The Circular (Winter 93), 50 were suspect, 85 were considered genuine" Many seem 
to believe hoaxing is far more rife now than it was a few years ago, despite there being no more real evidence for it now -
only talk - than there ever was. 

Q.8 Wllat are tile crop circles? 

SIGNS TO AWAKEN CONSCIOUSNESS 64 55 ?X2 

ENCOURAGING NEW EVOLUTION (B) 
WARNINGS OF EARTH CHANGES (G) 36 3 1  ?XI 

AN ENVIRONMENTAL WARNING (A) 32 27 
MARKERS OF EARTH ENERGY 23 20 ?X 1 

POINTS (F) 

SCIENTIFIC FORMULA (C) 1 7  1 4  ?X1 

A WRITTEN LANGUAGE (D) 1 5  1 3  ?X2 

RANOOM PATTERNS (E) 4 3 
ALL OF THE ABOVE (H) 1 5  1 3  
OON'T KNOW 9 7 

OTHER: "Efforts to communicate"/"Cosmic graffiti"I"Could they be a blueprint for a machine?" I" A rare natural phenomena that 
has been a catalyst for expressions of the collective unconsciousness"/"Focal points for gatherings of music, dance and 
meditation"/"Warning of human conflict world-wide - as population of world increases (nuclear danger) civil order is breaking 
down in society"/"Results or by-products of something"/"Messages of love"/"Dream\myth related, telling that we are nearing the 
end of a great age, the kali-yuga, a karma-judgement cycle in the lower 3 chakras. We will make the leap to the 4th heart 
chakra. This is an evolutionary leap, the greatest in history"/"! couldn't venture to say"/"Love letters from outer 
space!"/"Keeping an open mind"/"Communications to influence us"/"DNA modifiers"/"An elementary set of alphabetic 
symbols"/"A mystery that is forcing us to pay attention - we are capable of understanding it as we continue to tune in and evolve 
with the glyphs"/"Earth acupuncture?"/"Teaching devices similar to koans" (?)/"Maybe an artistic hello, sacred geometric energy 
transmitters"/"Pattems written in the Earth perhaps thousands of years ago and programmed to show now because of 
tremendous changes on Earth about to happen"/"An undeciphered signal perhaps. What do aliens make of Marconi's first 
signal?"/"To heighten human awareness of non-seen, non-physical, unlimited aspects of being, and that there is much more to 
being than being isolated in the Universe"/"An outward sign of Bible, Acts 2:19, Thessalonians 2:9, meant to confuse, partly 
because that is the effect they are having"/"Side effect of some extra-dimensional interaction with this planet"/"! laugh at the 
prospect of the answers people will give - this early in the research!"/"All things to all people - whatever you want them to 
be"/"Illustrations to a text book on the sciences"/"Maybe an IQ test of some kind - what better way of getting as many people of 
all walks of life to enter a crop formation"/"Possibly a new secret formula for weaponry?"/"Human contemporary follies (or 
artworks)"/"Do not know, but not E"/"Something to do with healing the energy network"I"Acupuncture points on the Earth to 
boost its supply of positive energy to help the Earth through the coming changes. A secondary function may be to waken 
Mankind gently to tlte presence of Extra-Dimensionals, probably also using ancient esoteric symbols"/"Signs of the New 
Age"/"Crop circles are simply depressions in the corn. It is a dangerous practice to suggest to the subject anything else (ie. you 
are leading the subject)"/"Heralding the New Aeon"/"Communication and reinvigorating certain areas" These results seem 
fairly conclusive that whatever may be creating the circles, most believe they are heralds of s(lme kiml of m .. •w awakening 
within humanity ... As for SC "leading the subject", the options we gave here simply reflected the type of answers we 
expected people to respond to from previous experience; as so many have been happy to tick these options, one presumes we 
were right No-one was obliged to select them. .. 

Q. 9 Wllat do you consider tile balls of ligllt (BOLS)/luminosities often associated 
witll crop circles to be? 

INTELLIGENTLY DIRECTED 65 56 ?X2 

ENERGY GLOBULES (E) 

'PROBES' (B) 36 3 1  ?X2 

DEV AS/FAIRIES (C) 22 1 9  ?X2 
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RANOOM ENERGY GLOBULES (D) 1 4  1 2  ?X1 

SPACESHIPS (A) 5 4 
BALL LIGHTNING (H) 2 1 ?XI 

DEMONS(G) 2 1 
ANGELS (F) I 0.8 ? X 1 

OON'TKNOW 1 0  8 
COMMENTS: "But what are 'fairies' - there are many similarities between them and reported ETs - abduction, intermarriage, 
time loss etc"/"lonised gas particles consisting of free electrons and positive ions (plasma vortex)"/"Earthlights, energy displays 
of physical nature, observed because people are out looking"/"Some are unconnected"I"Directed bleed throughs from the other 
dimension, sometimes carry drearnlmytll symbols" /"Edges of energy fields - like sparks"I"Not aware of this 
phenomenon"/"Unidentified light sources"/"Eiectromagnetic discharges as in the aura"/"1 would like to see one before making a 
decision"/"lntelligences monitoring energy levels"/" Actual light beings"/"Part of the mystery to stimulate human 
thought\evolution"/"Shapeshifters - ETI"/"Matter transfer from other dimensions only visible at point of arrivaUinitial matter 
from energy condensation"/"You tell mei"/"Some hoaxing too"/"Dunno - they an: real apparently and very curious- need more 
research"I"Portents"/"Component of extra-dimensional reality intersecting with our own"/"E - but not orgone"I"Terms of 
consciousness"/"Pure energy"/"Seen by me in 1980"/"lnvolved in making the more complex formations"/"Laser beams from 
satellites creating pattems?"/"Part of whatever is making the circles" /"Do not know, but some kind of intelligence is involved as 
I have seen and filmed one" I" Probes in some cases - they may also result from ex1ra-dimensional craft slowing down temporarily 
to our dimension"I"UFOs- but what are UFOs?"I"Piasma Bolides"/"Piasmatic concentrations of earth energy" But what is. an 
intelligently directed energy globule .. ! Perhaps that should have been our next question. 

Q.l 0 Do you tllink tile BOLS are: 

A CIRCLEMAKJNG BY -PRODUCT (C) 46 
INVESTIGATING THE CIRCLES (B) 17 
MAKJNG THE CIRCLES (A) 10 
OON'T KNOW 25 

40 
1 4  

8 
2 1  

?X 1 

COMMENTS: "C or vice-versa"/"Coincidentai"/"Could be anything, including torches held by hoaxers!"/"Monitoring"/"They 
are also found in non-circle areas"/"Not B"/"From the same source. They have been seen by many people in their homes, inside 
an aeroplane and by thousands at the 1917 Marian apparition at Fatima. Also filmed at the first flight of Concorde"/"What are 

BOLS?"/"Associated phenomena"/"Can't decide between A & C - are very connected"/"Co-<>perating intelligences"/"Involved in 
some way"/"Explain BOLS rather than abbreviate!"/"Maybe all the above, monitoring human reaction and action"/"Monitoring 
and participating in the circles' formation"/"They attract attention from human observers and share common interdimensional 
condensation arrival points"/"Monitoring the circles and their effects on an energy level and on a human level"/"They have 
always been here - interested in many things (just talk to the people who live at Avebury)"/"On reconnaissance perhaps for the 
actual circlemakers"/"Surveillance objects"/"Energies - possibly monitoring our reactions to the circles"/"Associated"/"Partly 
involved" I" Could be all three"/"Part of the process"/"Some kind of geomagnetic anomaly" Sorry, we presumed everyone knew 
what 'BOLS' was an abbreviation of... not everyone did! 

Q.ll Do you tllink tile 'energies' many associate witll crop circles are: 

BENEFICIAL OR HARMFUL 43 3 7 
DEPENDING ON STATE OF MIND (D) 

A DELffiERA TE ASPECT OF THE 33 2 8  
PHENOMENON (H) 

A BY-PRODUCT OF CIRCLE 33 2 8  
FORMATION (I) 

BENEFICIAL TO US (A) 29 25 
MEANT FOR THE EARTH (G) 27 23 
MEANT FOR US TO USE (F) 22 1 9  
BENEFICIAL OR HARMFUL 2 1  1 8  
DEPENDING ON FORMA TJON (C) 

?X 1 
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GENETIC CHANGE CATALYSTS (E) 14 1 2  ?XI 

IMAGINATION (J) 11 9 
HARMFUL TO US (B) 7 6 
DON'T KNOW 8 6 

COMMENTS: "The energies felt are purely subjective - anything to show they are reai?"/"J- but obviously capable of producing 
psychosomatic phenomena"/"Beneficial or aggravating depending on the time - aggravate existing condition or imbalance as 
part of healing process"I"Likc electricity, neither 'good' or 'bad"'/"1 or vice versa"/"Bencficial or hannful depending on whether 
you are male or female; depends on your own type of cnergy"/"Not necessarily 'harmful' but I think one 'feels' these energies 
depending on state of mind"/"Thought they were not for our attention"/"There is more than one group of non-terrestrial 
intelligences creating our formations. Some are in service to self. some in service to others. Each human visiting formations 
will be drawn to the ones their energies vibrate most closely with"/"Part of the puzzle" I" A communication of interaction and 
evolution"/"Beneficial or harmful depending on your state of spiritual development and physical condition"I"Meant for us to 
experience to heighten consciousness"I"Primer for super-physical matter condition"I"'Energies' felt at hoaxes suggests a degree 
of people overreacting"/"D - just as is everything in life"/"Meant for us to understand"/"It may be that some energies are 
introduced into the formations to test out people's reactions to them - it may be we are foolish in going along with whatever is 
creating the circles, being led like sheep"/"lt is easy to wish for fanciful explanations but there are probably subtle and multiple 
answers - the circles. lights etc, may at least help us to understand ourselves and our potcntials bctter"/"Various circles may have 
various aims, eg. some negative and some positive"I"Everything is affected by one's frame of mind"/"Thcy are very beneficial to 
the Earth and therefore in the long term to Mankind"/"Having some experience with auto-suggestion, can tick D, but have 
reservations"/"Historical ties to ancient sacred sites"/"Any energies have a potential to be negative or positive"/"There are no 
'energies' - this is pseudo-scientific claptrap"/"B at the moment of forming"/"A coding to open the mind and influence the 
surrounding countryside" 

Q.l2 What do you consider the reported 'trilling' sound heard in circles to be? 

A BY -PRODUCT OF 54 46 ? X I 

CIRCLE FORMATION (B) 

A 'SOUND WINDOW' INTO 3 1  26 ?X2 
OTHER DIMENSIONS (E) 

ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE (A) 26 22 
A BIRD (GRASSHOPPER WARBLER) (C) 9 7 
'VOICES' OF ETSIEDS (D) 4 3 ?XI 

IMAGINATION (F) 3 2 
DON'T KNOW 15 1 3  

COMMENTS: "All but F"/"An attempt by Colin Andrews to mystify something mundane"/"A listening device, locating and 
directing some humans for a purpose"/"Various causes - not only heard in crop circles"/"Deliberate communication"/"Residual 
energies capable of intelligently interacting with us"/"Not a warbler"/"ETs or their communication device. Part of the energy 
that creates and sustains the circle"/"The trilling is concurrent with the awareness of the presence of other-dimensional 
entities"/"Transitory ED tuning"/" A sound made when the crop circle makers want the investigators to hear it. Usually leads to 
confusion"/"Possibly plants"/"Colin Andrews' karma to ell:plore"/"The Devil singing"/"Raw data that enters the listener for a 
future date"/"Associated, don't know how"/"Sound is used to make the circles - the trilling is the only audible sound to the 

human ear"/"A communication to show us another aspect of the phenomenon" Clearly Colin Andrews has been responsible for 
much of the information concerning this aspect of the phenomenon... Interestingly, the 'Sound Window' option was a 
deliberately outlandish idea I popped in on the off chance someone might want to tick it - it's the second most popular choice! 

Q.l3 Wltich of tile following ltave you experienced in a crop formation?  

ELATION (E) 36 3 1  
MILD TINGLING (A) 2 1  1 8  
HEADACHE (C) 17 1 4  
STRONG TINGLING (B) 1 0 8 
NAUSEA (D) 9 7 
DEPRESSION (F) 3 2 
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NOTHING AT ALL 30 26 
OTHER: "Admiration and curiosity"/"Camera seemed to play up. A black line appeared on bridge of nose, like ink to look at, 
but when touched, smudged" I" Sense of awe, being watched. Temporary lack of physical pain" I" Sensation of being in a slimy 
bubble"/"Peace and contentment"/"Migraine the next day. Also experienced the day after attempting dowsing and after touching 
standing stones, eg. Avebury etc."/"Increase of physical power and energy"/"Dizziness"/"Total exhaustion following day, pain in 
knee joints, as if in state of shock. Special feeling as if I had been chosen"/"Bliss and kundalini activation and cosmic 
consciousness"/"Extreme peace, joy, 'security' and thanksgiving"I"Awe, wonderment, ear frequencies like morse code, high 
energy, spinning sensations, brain sensations, strong emotions and tears"/"Excitement and happiness but not unexplainable or 

paranorrnal"/"Heightened awareness"/"Pressure in chest, ears and head, visual acuity"/"Great peace, joy, contentment, beauty, 
love"/"Peace and harmony"/"Healing of headache acquired before entering circles"/"Healing, time-lapses, peace"/"No sensations, 
but then I'm thick"/"Lethargy"/"Awareness of changing energy fields in different parts of a formation, experienced as pleasant 
on the one hand and unpleasant on the other"/"Beyond words"/"Orgasm"I"A tremendous physical vibrational 
acceleration"/"Wonder"/"Fascination"I"Depression for about two days afterwards - not during"/"Drained of energy"/"Total 
relaxation (warm feeling)"/"Clarity, understanding"/"Sore eyes"/"Draining"/"Unable to count to ten (trees)"/"Awe and draining 
of energy\fatigue"/"Messages; Earth, sun, moon shapes. Communication with ETs?" Of course how many of these effects are 

psychosomatic or simply auto-suggestive will always be open to doubt to some. I don't tend to pick up this sort of stuff at aU 
but b.JlH. experienced the strange tingling many report in two particular circles only and have never felt it outside a 

formation, so who knows. 

Q.l4 Do you believe that dowsing works? 

YES 

NO 

DON'T KNOW 

105 9 1  
0 0 
5 4 

COMMENTS: "Some"/"Yes for water and other physical things certainly - not sure about dowsing for 

'energies'"/"Depends"/"Yes, though not all the time in association with circles"/"What do you mean 'works'?" Well, a pretty 
unanimous thumbs up there for rod-twiddling and pendulum swinging... and for something which appears to defy the l4WS 
of physics and suggest the existence of some kind of universal super-consciousness. But then these are exactly the sort of 
questions the circles phenomenon faces us with .. .  

Q.l5 Do you believe that you can dowse? 

YES 71 6 1  ?X2 

NO 18 1 5  
DON'T KNOW 13 1 1  

COMMENTS: "Haven't tried - would like to"/"Haven't tried dowsing energy lines"/"1 try!"/"Perhaps!"/"Yes, if taught and 

practice"/"Insufficient evidence" I" Just barely" I" At certain times, with varying quality"/"Possibly a bit"/" Awaiting proof'/"Not 
tried properlv - expect so"/"Only once used rods and they kept on crossing on 'lumps' in the garden and a ditch"/"Sometimes but 
not others" Less certainty here, or at least lack of self-conjitknce from some. Expert dowsers tell us that flllJ!Jll« can dowse 
if we In. ourselves - and are prepared to practice properly! 

Q.J6 If you dowse, which method do you use? 

RODS (B) 65 56 
PENDULUM (A) 45 39 
BARE HANDS (C) 19 1 6  

COMMENTS: "Forked twigs, plastic Y rods"/"Body"/"Feet and whole body"/"Sceptics who cannot dowse can do it successfully 
if an experienced dowser places a hand on the person's shoulder. This would make an interesting experiment in a crop 
formation"!" Just looking"/"Tried all, very little luck so far"/"Inner sense of vibration, ie. sound"/"Entire body, keys, necklace 
etc. "/"Eyes"/"Connection with earth energies (mental and/or intuitive)"/"Single spring-loaded rod/weight" /"Knitting needles as 
Y rod"/"Sometimes a stick, my handbag - anything to hand!"/"I sense energy changes with my body"/"I swing my rosary around 
my head"/"V sticks"/"Sheer hope"/"Solar plexus - but not precise of course" 

Q./7 If you dowse in a crop formation, what are you dowsing for? 

ENERGY 11 9 
ENERGY LINES/PATTERNS 10 8 

9 



EARTH ENERGIES 4 3 
OTHER: "Whether made by human or non-human"/"Something extra"/"Electromagnetic energy"/"1 stopped dowsing circles 
when I realised there wasn't a good answer to this"/"Yin\yang spots, yes\no answers"/"Vibrational changes and 
patterns"/"Residual energies"/"Have no idea"/"Energy positive or negative"/"Fraud"/"Is energy present? In which direction is 
the flow?"/"Looking for any change in the swing of the rods within or at edge of a formation"/"Anything"!"The strongest energy 
points"/"Information"/"Varying but spontaneously related questions"/"! do not trust my results so I don't dowse in circles"/"Not 
surei"/"Changes in ambient earth energy questions"/" A signi"/"Don't know"!"Messages left by the creators of the circles"!"Lines 
I think, God knows"/"To see if the rods go with the flow of the lay"/"Earth line in simple formation and negative\positive\neutral 
in abstract formation"/" Answers to questions posed"/"Residual circle-forming energy" About 50% of questionnaires left this bit 
blank. Of those who felt they could answer this question, many are obviously not sure exactly H!bJil they are dowsing for in a 
crop formation... I've tried to collect the results together a.s best I could, as the word 'energies' seems to mean several 
different things to different people/ 

Q.l8 Do you believe psychic channelling is a real phenomenon? 

YES 8 1  70 
NO 13 1 1  
DON'T KNOW 8 6 

COMMENTS: "Some"/"What's channelling- mediumship?"/"Yes, people receive things but are more likely tapping their own 
psyche than recipitants of spiritual advice"/"Sometimes"/"Much is distorted. Some is symbolic and taken literally, leading to 
misdirection - highly dependent on consciousness level and belief system" /"Depending on the integrity of the vehicle, it's always 
necessary to self-validate and trust inner knowingness"/"Dependsi"/"Occasionally"/"1 believe it is not always reliable"/"Natural 
ability that everyone has"/"What is a 'real' phenomenon?"/"Possibly"/"Probably some strange facet of human mind - so 'real' but 
not channelling as such"/"Only in the sense that all comes from the collective subconscious of Mankind"/"Yes - but not with the 
dead"/" As a means of contact with higher intelligences but not communication with the dead" /"It's real but I'm not sure that it's 
good. Sometimes I believe in the 'Devil' or something evil trying to lead us astray" Okay, perhaps we should define what we 
mean by a 'real phenomenon' - I see this as meaning something which is not fraudulent in this case. Whatever channelling 
may or may not be, a majority seem to think something interesting is going on. 

Q.l 9  Have you had any personal experience with channellinglchannellers? 

YES 72 62 
NO 39 33 

COMMENTS: "My "yes" refers t o  m y  own possible channelling which I regard a s  a 'personal' experience for my own benefit"/"! 
do my own, for personal use only" An astonishingly high figure of yes answers ..• obviously channelling is more common 
than some might think. 

Q.20 Do you think channelling is of any use or relevance to crop circles? 

YES 68 59 
NO 22 1 9  
DON'T KNOW 14 12 

COMMENTS: "Definitely not"/"In a sense of throwing an objective light on the subject - but may reveal plenty about the 
channeller"/" As much as anything else"/"Without comparison to many other things, channelled material can be misleading"!"lt's 
one modality of many resources"/"Possibly"/"1 haven't seen any evidence yet that it is"/"Depends on what entity (or personality) 
is being channelled - difficult to verify validity and motivation of source and channel"/"High quality channelling can supply 
pieces of the jigsaw, but I would not trust such information unreservedly"/"Could be"/"50\50"/"Yes - with caution!"/"Not from 
the evidence so far" I" Insufficient data Captain- yes, I channelled Mr Spock"/"Depends on the channeller" Caution from some, 
but a high proportion consider this type of work a lead worth following up in circles research, whatever it may mean ... 

Q.21 Do you believe the immediate time before us is a time of 'Eartll cllanges' 
(On a physical and spiritual /eve/)? 

YES 

NO 

DON'T KNOW 

89 
9 
3 

77 
7 
2 

10 

COMMENTS: "Not sur - certainly enough prophecies for that, but are we kidding ourselves becauS\: \\C want to believe 
it?"/"Possibly"/"One only has to pay attention to the weather patterns changing rapidly and dramatically"/"l'm starting to think 
so"/"Feels like it"/"Yes - but we may not noticei"/"Not any more so than other times that have come and gone"/"We're in 
it"/"Haven't really thought about it"/"This question is cobblers!" From the massive affirmative above, obviouslv this question 
isn't "cobblers" after alL It would be interesting to know what form people think these changes will take. With so many 
people believing huge change is just around the corner, then surely this will occur even if, at its most basic level, we bring it 
about ourselves by our own beliefs. .. 

Q. 22 Do you think tllere is an organised cover-up by governments regarding crop 
circles? 

YES 

NO 

DON'T KNOW 

77 
22 

8 

66 
1 9  

6 
COMMENTS: "Possibly not organised"/"There's not much they can do about it"/"They would like it to go away"/"Yes, but not 
as bad as many think"/"Doubt it- governments are too damned unorganised generally"/"Cover-up not organised- just observing 
it and us, silently" /"If there is they are not doing a very good job" /"1 don't think they know enough to cover up" 

Q.23 Do you think there is an organised cover-up by governments regarding UFOs? 

YES 98 85 
NO 7 6 
DON'T KNOW 3 2 

COMMENTS: "We have to ask ourselves� they would bother? The 'panic' theory isn't sufficient . Do we have solid evidence 
for a cover-up?"/"Yes, but not because they really know anything"/"A very good book on this is 'Out There' by Howard 
Blume" /"Again, they would like it to go away"/"Perhaps; military can and does move without government knowledge" /"Not 
seriously at least"/"This is proven"!"Yes- but may not be for the obvious reasons"/"! kllow there is" The yes vote seems clearer 
on this one than Q.22, perhaps because there is definite proof of a cover-up (blacked-out documents etc) a.s regards UFOs 
than with crop circles and it appears to have been going on far longer .•. 

Q.24 Do you think mischief-makers like Doug & Dave, Jim Schnabel etc, are acting 
alone (ie. not part of an organised debunking 'conspiracy�? 

NO 58 50 
YES 34 29 
DON'T KNOW 15 1 3  

COMMENTS: "The whole Doug & Dave thing is very unlikely. Either they wanted to cash in or were put up to it"/"D & D yes, 
Schnabel no"/"1 remain open-minded pending more evidence"/"Depends on the specific hoaxer"/"Government controls media, 
hence uses such people for publicity"/"! take exception to the term 'mischief makers'; they're working for the Universe 
ultimately"/"! am not really interested either way. They are part of a conspiracy probably"/"D & D are working alone- Schnabel 
works for The Pope". Less unanimity here than expected but the majority are apparently conspiracy-theorists when it comes 
to explaining the circles-debunking. It would've been interesting to see whether Marcus Alien's recent CS/COP revelations 
in se 33 would have affected this result. 

Q. 25 Do you tllink it matters that some formations are hoaxed? 

NO 67 58 
YES 39 33 
DON'T KNOW 2 1 .  7 

COMMENTS: "I agree with those who ignore hoaxing as much as possible"/"Ultimately not really"/"Yes - it gives non
believers comfort, same as hoax UFOs"/"Yes, very much so"/"Hoaxes destroy credibility, confuses and diminishes the 
marvel!"/"Yes, if done to trick or ridicule"/"Not as long as genuine ones are also formed"/"The public gets the idea they are all 
hoaxed - otherwise, who cares!"/"Only in that it helps confound research"/"What is a hoax?"/"lgnore the obvious hoaxes"/"it 
makes the science more difficult"/"Surely are not they all 'hoaxed'?"/"Only in that I think there is a danger of 'killing off the 
genuine phenomenon" Considering our readers traditionally tend to be hoax-haters, we're apparently a more easy-going 
bunch than suspected (although 47% of the survey-fillers weren't SC subscribers), unperturbed by such trivial distractions ..• 
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Q.26 Do you tllink hoaxing is an integral part of the phenomenon, the hoaxers being 
'influenced' to act in strange ways? 

NO 

YES 

DON'T KNOW 

56 
37 
1 6  

48 
32 
1 3  

COMMENTS: "In as much as they are symptomatic of humanity's inability to accept what is staring them in the face"/"Not 
intended or approved of by the Circlemakers"/"It depends on who is doing the hoaxing, but yes, one has to wonder why they are 
impulsed to do it - some may be paid to deliberately mislead"/"Sometimes"/"Very much so - crop circles are for all who take part 
in thinking about them - the importance is in the thinking"/"Depends on the hoaxer"/"Maybe in very exceptional 
circumstances"/"People are an integral part of � that happens on Earth"/"No - but I believe genuine formations can 
'copy' hoaxed ones, thus the evolution can be influenced by hoaxers" A majority 'no' but at the same time a not insignificant 
'yes' from those who believe the likes of Schnabel are doing ET lED/Divine-inspired work or at least something on a par... if 
indeed they are doing anything at all however. 

SECTION 3 - about you 

Q.27 Are you male or female? 

FEMALE 

MALE 

58 
56 

50 
48 

COMMENTS: "At least I can answer this section with confidence" About as good a balance a s  could be hoped for. 

Q. 28 What is your profession? 

Student/University teacher/Gardener/Shopkeeper, voice-over artist, poet/Unemployed electrical engineer/Retired BT 
engineer/"Whatever feels right at  the time"/HomoeopatM-ocal government officer/Architect, archaeologist/Journalist/Retired 
secretary/Musician/RetaiVStudent!Retired archaeology lecturer/Student/ Artist/Student/Heating engineer/Countryside 
ranger/Civil engineer, chartered surveyor/Research scientist/Musician/Computer software contractor/Boarding kennel owner, 
dog breeder, stable owner/Brickyard workerflnvestment & financial adviser/Legal secretary/Engineer/Company 
director/Astrologer, artist/Teacher/Head of the Catholic church/Finance account manager/Accountant, spiritual 
consultant/Reflexologist, hypnotherapist/Carpenter!Engineer/Office manager/Entomologist/Tax consultant/Musician, 
writer/Unemployed librarian/Student/Period property renovator/Computerised purchase ledger clerk/Ex-medical record clerk, 
liner stewardess, telephonist/Festival producer/Lecturer/Housewife, financial work part-time/Scientist/Designer/Retired 
jeweller/Unemployed designer, full-time circle-UFO-alien practitioner!!Retired flight attendant/Massage therapist, holi

.
stic 

bodyworker, Reiki practitioner/Writer, salesman/Retired/Medical doctor/Writer, researcher, law clerk, herbahst!Rettred 
physiotherapist/ Artist, architect/Psychotherapist/Retired engineer/Educator/Crop circle videographer!Registered 
nurse! Artist! Artist teacher/ Artist/Retired/Media instructor/Housewife/Retired/Retired teacher of the sciences/Unemployed art 
teacher/ Artist/Pai�ter/Contract cleaner/Painter, teacher/Psychologist/Electrician/Environmental health officer/Student/Retired 
teacher/Gardener/Taxi driver/Estate gardener/Mental health nurse/Gardener, musician/Freelance writer/Bookshop owner/Civil 
engineer/Retired lecturer/Retired from international business/Part-time hospital clerical officer/Cane furniture 
restoration/Computer programmer/Courier driver/United States Network CCCS National coordinator Taken as they came from 
the questionnaires in no particular order - an interesting mixture ... A lot of artists and creative people (although several /eft 
this bit blank). 

Q.29 What is your age group? 

40 - 50 34 29 
60 0R ABOVE 23 20 

50 - 60 2 1  1 8  

20 - 30 1 7  1 4  

30 - 40 1 4  1 2  
20 0R UNDER 3 2 

Clearly the younger elements in cereulogy are in the minority - but all are young at heart! 

1 2  

Q.30 Do you belong to any organised religion? 

NO 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND 

ROMAN CATHOLICISM 

QUAKERS 

'PAGAN' 

58 
8 
2 
2 
2 

50 
6 
1 
1 

COMMENTS: "CCCS"/"Christian, though not sure Christ was God"/") suppose I'm a Taoist"/"Ecumenicai"/"Certainly 
not"/"Not any longer"/"On self-motivated spiritual quest" I" I am a disorganised Episcopalian"/"Bahai Faith"/"Creation is the only 
force to live by and in"/"1 embrace them all except any that sacrifice animals"/"1 think I may be a pagan but are they organised 
or a religion?"/"Not bloody likely"/"C of E and White Eagle Lodge"/"Protestant-ish"/"Technically Protestant, but that does not 
govern my view of the world, especially concerning topics like euthanasia, abortion, big bang theory etc."/"Not now!"/"No, but I 
took sannyas at the Rajneesh Ashram in Poona, India in 1 980"/"Basically Anglican"/"Christian community"/"No way. Just a 
child of God" Formalised religion gets the big thumbs-down from the majority ... 

Q. 31 What are your interests/hobbies besides crop circles? 

"Reading, doing the odd lecture - very boring really"/"Teaching, growing, learning and being 'stretched' 
metaphysically"/"Reading, dowsing, photography, home brewing, fungi hunting, classical music, drinking beer"/"Dowsing, 
psychic and spiritual matters"/"Occult sciences - ritual magick, astrology, earth energies, ancient cultures & religions etc, 
gematria, taking the p••• out of vicars, downland hiking"/"More crop circles"/"Photography, video and film, 
electronics"/"Magick, Tarot, mysticism"/"Natural medicine, the paranormal. healing, personal growth groups, music, theatre, 
travel"/"Transport, walking, parish councillor, UFOs, anthroposophy"/"Archaeological-historical research, sailing, skiing, malt 
whisky"/"Radionic practitioner and energy medicine\healing, metaphysics etc - anything that excites my curiosity!"/"Reading, 
rambling, spiritual development, searching to understand the underlying causes of what is happening in the world. I am very 
interested in the immediate future and the coming transfonnation and I wonder quite a lot about the new infra-structure that will 
need to replace the old order"/"Ancient sites, Pre-Reformation church sites etc, 'ley' energies, Fountain lnternational"/"Music, 
football, all animal welfare issues, green issues etc, UFOs and all esoteric subjects, crystals"/"Music (playing piano), running, 
art, science (physics), cycling, motor racing, photography, orienteering, females"/"Archaeology, geology, natural 
history"/"UFOs, ghosts, parapsychology"/"UFOs, big cats UK, Loch Ness etc, all such subjects really, and music, synth keyboard 
etc"/"Gardening"/"Being happy" I" Scuba diving, fishing"/"Birdwatching, conservation, New Age etc. "/"Organ. opera, cancer 
complimentary medicine, healing etc"/"Computing, all aspects of bookwriting, illustrating, printing & publishing, 'Survivors' 
(ie. users of the 'mental health' services), poetry, history, philosophy especially Pre-Socratic Greek philosophy, cats, democracy, 
pop music"/"Music and drinking large amounts of ale"/"Reading, DIY, scouting"/"Spiritual healing, crystal healing, drag 
racing, horse riding, past life studies, shiatzu"/"First day covers, tropical fish, cinema, TV, reading, walking"/"Gardening, 
crosswords, quizzes, history, the arts"/"Motorcycling, astral travel"/"Counselling, Tarot reading, books. movies"I"UFOs, earth 
mysteries, photography, reading, conspiracies"/"Metaphysics"/"New science, linguistics, anthropology, paranormal, world 
music"/"Sport, reading. tap dancing, music, Sega Megadrive. exercise. concerts. restaurants"/"Dance. 20th century art, physics, 
ice skating, history, electricity, world religion, the New Age, how individual karma unfolds, Egypt, the Celts, Native Americans, 
past lives etc"/"CSETI, walking, conservation, gardening, travelling, 'the unknown'\paranormal, meditation, 
reading"/"Windsurfing, judo"/"Painting, gardening, history, UFOs and unex-plained, the arts, reading"/"Photography, 
nature\plants, paranormal, psychology"/"Needlework, healing, personal\spiritual growth, gardening"/"Music, 
photography\video, films, 'Or Who'( !), paranormal stuilies in general, spiritual development etc."/"Philosophy, religion, 
gardening"/"Music, sport, science in general, politics, art"/"Flying, running, apparitions\messages"/"UFO group member, 
Fountain International, alternative therapies, British Epilepsy Assistant Voluntary Contact worker, swimming, 
reading"/"Ufology, psychic research"/"Healing, especially our home town or village as well as people"/"Sailing, antiquing, 
gardening, music, ballet, anomalous research, psychology"/"Writing, reading, computers"/"People, tennis, equestrian, 
gardening, reading, good conversation"/"Paranormal in general, walking, cooking, beer and socialising, music, guitar, ogling 
women!"/"Music, reading"/"Education, anthroposophy, civic affairs and gardening"/"UFOs, aliens, ETs, survival, evolution 
from the physical, other worlds, model aircraft"/" All areas of metaphysics and psychic phenomena, especially dreams, angels 
and Edgar Cayce, also tennis, bridge, golf'/"Physical fitness, lucid dreaming, statistics, sleep-related phenomena, music, 
veganism"/"Spirituality - the level beyond metaphysics, quantum physics, consciousness growth, energy relationships, 
electromagnetism"/"Earth mysteries, reading, collecting, too many to list"/"Pottery, gardening, painting"/"Cycling, hiking"/"ET 
intelligence"/"Gardening, tennis, dowsing for earth energies"/"Painting about energy, backpacking - I am now using crop circles 
in my paintings"/"UFOs, experiences, CSETI, anomalies"/"Antiques, automobiles, golf, correspondence"/"Travel, archaeology, 
prehistory, reading"/"Sacred geometry, computer animation"/"Hiking, history, coaching, baseball, marathon running, reading, 
astronomy"/"Own DTP\resume service, work in medical clinic - both to support crop circle presentations and trips to 
England"/"Spiritual work, artwork" I" Art, literature"/"Entertainment through the art of magic"/"Flower arranging"/"Bikes, beer, 
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cinema, beer, bikes, food. cycling, beer, countryside"/"Various"/"Government cover-ups - development of 'non-lethal' weaponry 
- behavioural sciences"/"Organic farming. genealogy, green, CND and other related politics"/"Fornication, alcohol, rhythm & 
blues"/"Antiques, walking, ancient sites"/"History, Indians, animals, skiing, snowshoeing, hiking, rock art, sewing, people, 
writing, mysteries, communication, travel, sunshine, humour"/"Everything connected with raising consciousncss"/"Ufology, 
astronomy, archaeology, stock car racing, the paranormal"/"Painting, teaching, the out-of-body phenomenon, small 
children"I"Music, painting, pottery"/"Dream research involving myths, religions and crop patterns: I especially record 
'coincidences' involving this research which have been occurring constantly for four years and have led to some of the 
meaning"/"Environmental campaigning, astrology, swimming"/"Awakening humanity with David lckc"/"Photography (no I 
haven't got any anomalous pictures)"/"Writing, astrology, gardening, magic, travelling, watching things around (I'm a 
geniusi)"/"History, test cricket, conservation of nature and historical buildings, UFOs, the paranormal"/"Gardcning, walking, 
birds, nature, trees, plants etc"/"Music, reading"/"Health, pollution, other cultures"/"Anything 'odd', SF, reading non-stop, 
vegetarian cookery, jumble sales, am assistant editor with the Queen's English Society, member of Cats Protection League, 
CCCS, BUFORA, bringing up two daughters"/"UFOs, self-expansion"/"Natural health cures, personal fitness"/"Family and local 
history"/"Land art, photography and various environmental concerns\activites"/"Dowsing and Fountain Intemational"/"Psychic 
areas, reading, gardening areas"/" Archaeology, human origins, astronomy, etc"/"Playing with my juggling balls, astronomy, 
UFOs, ghosts, birdwatching (feathered and non-feathered}, sex, wine, women, song and more women"/"UFOs and other 
phenomena which seems to be ignored by the scientific community" We feiJ it was worth giving over a large amount of space 
for this question because it very much reveals the type of people who have been drawn to the crop circles, and a definite 

thread of continuity seems to run through them - even if we seem to have one or two heavy drinkers among us! 

Q.32 Are you a main member of CCCS (Centre for Crop Circle Studies) ? 

YES 62 53 
NO 47 40 

COMMENTS: "No - out of protest" Not a bad turnout, but CCCS could do more recruiting if they wanted - and get some 
better PR if the last comment is anything to go by. 

Q. 33 Are you a member of a CCCS brancll? 

SUSSEX 

CORNWALL 

EAST MIDLANDS 

KENT 

45 
10 

8 
3 

39 
8 
6 
2 

OTHERS: West Midlands (2}/Yorkshirc & 
(2)/"US"(3)/Gloucestershire!Devon/Cambridgeshire/Suffolk/Colorado/Connecticut/Washington/California/Oregon 
subscribing to SC technically makes you a member of the Sussex branch, but not everyone realises this! 

Q. 34 Are you a vegetarian?  

NO 54 46 
YES 35 30 
ALMOST (A LITTLE MEAT, FISH ETC) 20 1 7  

Humberside 
In fact 

COMMENTS: "Eat fish and drink like one"/"Yes, but not fanatical - if there were only meat or fish to cat, I'd eat it"/"No, 
although I lean that way"/"A little meat at times it's nceded"/"Eat organically"/"Have been - not now"/"We are omnivores! Had 
it  not been for our necessity to eat meat 'Man' would never have evolved, possibly not surviving the ice agc"/"No, but I know I 

ought to be"/"Good God no. What possible relevance is a question like that - why not ask if I'm left handed or do I drive a Jap 
car .. ?" The reason for asking this question I think is borne out by the high amount of vegetarians above - bearing in mind 
the national average of vegetarianism is only 6%, putting the 'almosts' together with the yes' people shows a certain kind of 
attitude prevalent in many crop circle people which makes them vegetarians. Funny how some were upset by this queltion. 
We were just curious, OK? 

Q.35 Wllicll of tile following do you believe in ? 

TELEPATHY (F) 

TELEKINESIS (MOVING 

MA TIER BY MIND) (G) 

97 
83 

84 
72 

?X2 

?X3 

1 4  

ALIENS VISITING EARTH (B) 8 1  70 ?X2 

GHOSTS {A) 79 68 ?X3 

LIFE AFTER DEATH (H) 79 68 ?XI 

REINCARNATION (I) 75 65 ?X4 

GOD AS AN ACCUMULATIVE 70 60 ?X I 
SPIRITUAL FORCE (K) 

THE US GOVERNMENT HAS CRASHED 62 53 ?X8 

FLYING SAUCERS AND ALIEN BODIES (R) 

ALIENS ABDUCTING PEOPLE {C) 60 52 ?X4 

THE 'FACE' ON MARS IS AN 49 42 ? X I 2  

ARTIFICIAL CONSTRUCTION (T) 

THE 'MARS OBSERVER' PROBE WAS 49 42 ?X8 

NEVER REALLY LOST (U) 

ALIENS MUTILATING CA TILE (D) 48 4 1  ?X6 

GOVERNMENTS OF THE WORLD ARE IN 46 40 ?X7 
OPEN BUT SECRET CONTACT WITH ETS (S) 

THE PHILADELPHIA EXPERIMENT (Q) 40 34 ? X 1 3  

ANTI-GRA VlTY HAS ALREADY BEEN 38 33 ? X  I O  

DISCOVERED BUT BEING KEPT SECRET (W) 

THE LOCH NESS MONSTER (E) 36 3 1  ?X8 

MARIAN APPARITIONS MISINTERPRETED 35 30 ?X3 

PSYCHIC/UFO PHENOMENA (M) 

MANKIND IS THE RESULT 33 28 ? X I 2  

OF AN ALIEN EXPERIMENT (V) 

AN ELITE TRYING TO T AKE OVER THE 30 26 ?X8 
WORLD VlA 'ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT' (P) 

AIDS AS A GENETICALLY ENGINEERED 28 24 ?X9 

DISEASE SPREAD DELIBERATELY (N) 

ONE OF THE PEOPLE WHO SHOT PRESIDENT 22 1 9  ?X9 

KENNEDY WAS HIS DRIVER (X) 

MARIAN APPARITIONS AS BEING 16  1 3  ?X4 

THE VIRGIN MARY (L) 

CFCS J2Qlfl: DAMAGE OZONE LAYER (0) 1 1  9 ? X 1 1  

GOD AS A PERSONALITY (J) 10 8 ?XI 

EL VlS PRESLEY IS STILL ALIVE (Y) 4 3 ?X2 

EL VlS PRESLEY IS IN FACT THE EDITOR 1 8  1 5  ?XI 
OF THE SUSSEX CIRCULAR (Z) 

COMMENTS: Ghosts: "Not as lingering dead souls but as intense emotional energy 'stored', usually in water, which can be 
replay� and pick� up"/"Unhappy astral level entities" Aliens visiting Earth: "Maybe here on a long-term holiday?" Alien 
abduc.1ions: "I believe ETs � people and conduct research via animal experiments" Loch Ness Monster: "Don't think it's 

a monster!" God as accumulative force: "God as something"/"� (not 'accumulative')"/"Pantheist"/"With a personality!" 
AIDS: "Possibly by accident"/" AIDS, like everything else in our physical world is an outer manifestation of an inner attitude. 
Loss of physical immunity implies that many, many people feel themselves victims and powerless, with utterly no defence" One 
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World Government: "l believe they already do"/"They already have"/"They have! "/"What do you mean 'trying'?" Governments 
in contact with ETs: "I think they're just saying that to calm everyone down"/"Yes, but it's not secret" Mars Observer: "Blown 
up?" Man as an alien experiment: "How can they be alien if they are our own relatives?"/"Many e>o:periments" Anti-gravity: 
"Not secret" Elvis as SC Editor... "The ultimate bad joke! "/"Don't knock the King - he will live forever! "/"Possibly"/"Give us a 
song Andy, to help"/"Pigs might fly"/"Can I have your autograph?"/"Definitely - with Salman Rushdie"/"1 wondered, but this 
confirms it"/"No, the Ed is far too slim and I've never seen him in a gold lame batwing suit"/"John Stonehouse is the treasurer 
and the branch convener is a Venusian"/"Wrong - I am Elvis, natch"/"Elvis reincarnated"/"How dare you take my name in 
vain!"/"1 had a suspicion! "/"Naturally - hi Elvis! "/"Absolutely"/"Ha!"/"And doing a good job . . .  " A reasonably high belief-rate 
in most of the above topics, the saddest of all being that 18 people believe I am Elvis Presley... The option of Elvis !.till being 
alive stems from a conversation I had with someone where it was agreed that more people in the general public were likely to 
believe that Elvis still lived than that crop circles were not made by people! But judging from the 8./% belief in telepathy, 
most of you already knew I was going to say that. .. 

Q.36 Detail one event in your life which you are at a loss to explain in the light of 
current scientific knowledge: 

"My abduction experiences"/"Nothing, absolutely nothing supernatural has happened to me. All I can say is that I feel a 
tremendous clarity and certainty about what is true. My brothers interpret this as megalomania, swollen-headedness, gullibility 
and general female lack of logic and rationality. However, I feel it is a true gift for which I am deeply grateful, and at a time 
like this, to be able to see the sunshine beyond the dark clouds is wonderfully strengthening" /"Experience with UFOs and ETs; 
probably been abducted. ongoing comrnunication"/"Sighting an enormous coloured world in the east, in daylight"/"Being 
foretold (2-3 years) the details and cause of my mother's death, including her first name; also other things which later came true 
(by a psychic)"/"The dowsing phenomenon - particularly map-dowsing"/"A shimmering globular light, with a brighter light 
apparently attached beneath it, the globe about the apparent diameter of the fuJI moon, moving steadily across the night 
sky"/"Seeing a person walk past me, close enough to touch, who was in fact in the next room"/"Three remarkable coincidences 
among a year of coincidences"/" A medium told me to watch out for a heavy object. The next day I dropped a heavy frying pan 
on my foot" I" A few seconds viewing of what is known in the UFO world as a 'daylight disc', dark grey, windows, disc and dome, 
no oz factor. lt  just vanished in front of me above some trees in Selsey, West Sussex 1972 (from the subconscious?)"/"Don't 
know where to begin! Telepathy events, magical events"/"None, yet! "/"The Beckhampton 'whale' formation in 199 1 ;  very tired, 
entering the trarnJines for long walk back down to barn, in the blink of an eye, emerging at foot of tramlines, noticed by friend 
in car"/"Four years of constant coincidences, related to dreams\myths, religions and crop patterns; for example, I drew a 1 4  
pointed star in 1 990, and later found this i s  the star within the dry lakebed sriyantra found i n  Oregon (See S C  1 8  - Ed). I had 
drawn the star the day before the lakebed story was released to the news services. I discovered the connection in early 1 993, 
while writing an essay about humanity making a leap to the heart chakra. Coincidentally the outer part of the sriyantra star 
represents the heart chakra"/"As a teenager I would experience intense 'vibrations' (literally) of an electrical sort through my 
body while half-asleep, but fully conscious. I could hear children playing outside (there were none). I could see 'through' my 
eyelids"/"During the middle 1 960's, myself and my younger sister both saw in the sky in broad daylight a hovering solid disc
shaped object. lt  moved with a wobbling motion and although high above the trees it appeared to be the size and shape of a 
dinner plate. I don't know to this day what it was, but I know what it wasn't"/"I don't see any discrepancies between current 
scientific knowledge and spiritual phenomenons!"/"Precognitive dreams - visited a B & B house in Washington state and 
recognised everything, pictures, rooms etc, and had never been there before. Happens frequently"!" At Glastonbury Abbey about 
1 5  years ago, physical material structures became no longer solid, timeless. It was revealed aJI that is, and is not, all numbers 
and patterns are a blueprint for life to begin again"/"How I survived a fall from an 80ft cliff at night, landing on a ledge, after 
20ft, without a scratch"/"Astrograms in sky during Second World War"/"Lights seen on two occasions in Sussex over a period of 
two years - both at night high in the sky which were DOl aircraft or meteorological baJloons etc"/"The Mill Hill '93 Sussex 
insectogram appearing a day after I asked for proof from the circl.emakers at the very spot"/"I stood in a crop circle at Milk Hill, 
Wiltshire and asked for a circle nearer home and two weeks later the Pyecombe Sussex crop circle was formed. At the time, we 
were the only people in the formation. Not many people had found this one. I have also seen a ghost"/"Crop 
circles"/"Everything"/"All of my spiritual experiences go beyond the ability of material-based science to explain"/"1 sensed the 
grand finale for '92 would be a central figure surrounded by eight figures, each of which would be a complete formation on its 
own" (The 'Charm Bracelet')/"High on a hill deep in the country of Upstate New York, a pictogram appeared in a field off to the 
side of the road - (not a good place for a hoax) - this is a real conservative part of the state, not a likely place to fool with 
farmland . . .  Yet it was a 4-5 circle pattern with connecting paths. This was July 93 - no hoaxers have boasted of the task - I get 
teary eyed when looking at pictograms"/"Luminosities seen over Woodborough Hill in '92"/"Long before there was any talk 
about abductions etc, when I was a kid, a gouge showed up on my left calf. It healed no problem. Today I wonder about 
something that meant nothing at all to me for over 50 years"/"Daily life and my girlfriend"!" An ET landed near me and I saw 
two people dressed in white with two white dogs greet us, but they never spoke a word. 15 minutes were lost"/"Seamless 
missing time episodes of 40 to 1 20 minutes (at least three in last five years). Feel fine afterwards"/"October 1992 - a vivid 
dream; bright light coming through bedroom window entering my head - awful grinding noises. I called to God - noise stopped 
- still dreaming that I was sitting up in bed in dark room looking at face of child (rather like I saw my grandson but not quite) 
saying "I love you" and a powerful force felt at my heart centre and the face became three faces - I woke up but it didn't seem 
like a nightmare - my heart was not racing"/"There are so many and you wouldn't believe it anyway" (Wouldn't we? -
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Ed)/"Life"/"A re.d astrolabe or armillary sphere about the sit.e of a basketball passed through my bedroom wall and over my body 
f�r three mghts tn a row" I" A bolt of light energy shot through a bedroom I was sharing with my daughter. causing us to wake up 
stmultaneously. screanung and leaving her with a temporary paralysis and setting her bed to shake for several seconds (this after 
an afternoon of crop circle viewing)"/"My embryonic development - there are too many events to write here"/"Why is there never 
enough money in my bank account?" I" A definite case of telepathy - sending a message to a friend. Definite success of a friend 
dow.sing for hidden. objects, and also why I didn't have a hangover this moming!"/"Whilst standing on a chair taking down 
C�tstmas

.
cards, betng thrown on the floor with such force that I was winded"/" Automatic writing" I" A UFO encounter aged 1 4-

15 ID dayhght - huge spherical\disc-shaped silvery object appeared and seemed to hold me and my companions (8-9) physically 
and mentally under control - couldn't move, couldn't yell - clearly felt that I was being 'examined' extraordinarily thoroughly -
fel.t 'k�own'

. 
in the way that the Bible talks about God 'knowing' things. Also felt � no empathy emanating from 

ob�ecUmtelhgence - no awareness of emotional character of human beings - as if were the 'experiment' being conducted by the 
object one that necessitated picking us up 400ft and dropping us to see what would happen, the object\intelligence would have 
done s?. Not to hurt us. but indifferent to that possibility. Yen: scary. since I couldn't move. Also felt clearly that the object 
was � . I had never heard of UFOs and it did not occur to me at the time that 'it' was a craft - it felt 'alive'" /"Being told of the 
mel�tng of my �randrnother's ring, 50 miles away and before it happened"/"Following two car tail lights which disappeared on a 
stratght road wtth absolutely nowhere for them to go - they just blinked out"/"Abduction dreams"/" A feeling of love so strong 
from Jesus at M�llary Grotto (site of Virgin Mary apparitions) that if it had lasted more than 15 seconds I would have collapsed 
on the floor. This event was foretold to me about one week before by Paul Davis, a man with the physical stigmata of Christ and 
who owns a perspiring cross"/"The fact that I exist at all"/"Premonitions in dreams regarding events in my own life"/"A loud 
'drilling' nois� which woke my wife and I up one night; it seemed to be just above the bed. No rational explanation has been 
found (the net�hbours heard nothing) and I'm sure it was some kind of projection from a dream I was ha\ing"/" After the death 
of my mother-m-law I felt her presence very strongly in the house. One day while washing up, I felt her hand on my shoulder 
YU): strongly. The nex1 day I felt her brush past my skirt. A few days later her presence left"/"Why so many people believe in 
God"/"The occasion when I healed myself overnight of a serious bum by the use of meditative breathing and visualisation to 
�arness subtle ener�ies"/:'UFO seen on two separate occasions whilst travelling south on the M40 with the same people each 
ttme; three dots of hght m an 'L' shape kept straight ahead of us with the stars each time"/"Why millions follow the Catholic 
faith"/"My breathing"/"Visiting a town in Germany which I was familiar with but had not been to in this lifetime"/"! was 
involved in an exorcism during my time in spiritualism and experienced phenomena I have not been able to explain"/"Stopping 
an out-of-control car (being the driver) when there seemed no way of stopping it"/"1 saw a ghost\apparition of a man\woman in 
April 1

_
974"/"August 199 1 .  lndianapolis, USA; cigar-shaped object travelled across the sky, turned and returned the way it came. 

Exceptionally large and was a glowing orange colour"/"My hyacinth suffering a bad case of 'crop circle disease' one 
ni�h�:·�:·s.ight.ing of BOLs in 19�0, m?torway ang�ls in 1993 and many others"/"The sighting of a classic 'flying saucer' as a 
child I �tghtiDg of small green hghts ID the East Fteld. AI ton Barnes 29/7/92 witnessed also by my brother and a friend; objects 
mov� m patrs"/"The fact that this questionnaire is in existence and in need of being answered"/"Telepathic experience, no 
posstbtlity of coincidence"/" A bright large green 'fireball' seen for a second or two at dark when aged about 15 - too quick to 
analyse"/"Compass rotation 14 times in the Etchilhampton formation in 1993"/"At a complete loss to know what to do next on 
i�i�tent �oice in my mind which kept repeating "go to Sheffield" which I did - it changed the whole course of my life. A 
st�tlar t�tng .happened later - I was given an 'order' again"/"When playing whist at college I seem to either predict or influence 
�hich swt wtll � chosen as �rumJ:'S. .Also I have had a number of dreams which have come true. I also seem completely 
mcapabl� of getting an attracttve. gtrlfnend"/"A UFO I filmed at Milk Hill on 26/6/90. I feel this event is very important as it 
proves wtthout d�ubt �hat some kmd of unknown intelligence exists (to me anyway)"/" A personal experience of 'charging' of the 
Long Stone at Mtnchtnhampton, Glos. "/"Accepting all incidents with totally open and recepting mind - all will be explained at 
the proper time - I hope!"/"Visiting Isle of Mull and seeing 'Dutchman's Cap' island on horizon for 'the first time'. It was so 
familiar, as if I knew I'd seen it before"/"Experiencing past life recall in detail complete with all the emotions I had at the time of 
that life and subsequently going to places I'd died in/lived in and recognising them"/"My life and magickal realities"/"When I 
was seven years old. I seemed to know one morning that something unpleasant was going to happen. At 1 Opm the lad from the 
next farm visited us to say tltat his grandfather had not returned from the pub in the nearby village. My father and brother set 
out over the route he would have taken and found his car in a dyke (he was OK, just drunk) - never had such a feeling since 
t�en"/"At a circle I cou�d not count a line of trees until I left the influence of the immediate circle at Burford while dowsing a ley 
hne. . It w�s a very bnght da� but for a moment I was in the complete dark like everything had gone pitch black"/"Many 
magtckal ntuals and spells whtch defy logic and science"/"There are many. How about following four friends of mine down a 
road in my car, seeing their car turn ofT away from their home. I went to their home to find that they had been in all the time 
and one of them was in Gibralta which I knew about at the time"/"When giving my address to someone, I left out the name of 
my house 'Hopwas' as I had to spell out the rest to her. While I was thinking of leaving it out. she wrote it down as part of my 
address. I as�� her if she knew of 'Hopwas' but she didn't"/"Circumstances at the time my mother passed on and ensuing 
occurrences wtthtn 12 hours whtch was clearly a signal and confirmation" Memo to CS/COP (Committee for the Scientific 
Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal): Read the above testimonies and tell us that the paranormal doesn't exist. 
Bearing in mind that this survey is just a scoop of 1 15 (admittedly similar-minded) people, that's an awful lot of strange 
experiences between them, even if you were to write 50% of them off. Clearly this sort of thing is going on all the time . .. 

SECTION 4 - your tastes (Quite a few people left this section entirely blank!) 
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Q. 3 7 Which of the following generally acknowledged major crop formations is your 
favourite? 

THE MANDELBROT 1 99 1  (C) 46 40 
BARBURY CASTLE 1 99 1  (B)  40 34 
BYTHORN MANDALA 1993 (F) 30 26 
AL TON BARNES 1 990 (A) 2 1  1 8  
'DHARMIC WHEEL'/'C'HARM 1 1  9 
BRACELET' 1 992 (E) 

FROXFTELD 'SERPENT' 1 99 1  (D) 4 3 
Perhaps surprisingly the Mandelbrot clocks in above Barbury Ca!>tle, but note how the position reverses lju!>t) when there are 
more formations to choose from below. The Bythorn Mandala gets an impressive 26% only a few months after its discovery, 
the Dharmic Wheel only achieves a disappointing 9% and the poor old Serpent hardly registers! Bear in mind also that the 
1 99./ season had not occurred when this survey was carried out. 

Q.38 Which two of any formations are your favourite? 

BARBURY CASTLE 1 99 1  30 26 
THE MANDELBROT 1 99 1  29 25 
BYTHORN MANDALA 1 993 22 1 9  
AL TON BARNES 1 990 1 1  9 
'DHARMlC WHEEL'/'CHARM 6 5 
BRACELET' 1992 

CHARLEY KNOLL (E.MlDLANDS) 1 993 5 4 
HAZELEY FARM FIELDS 1 990 4 3 
'WHALES' (VARIOUS) 1 99 1  4 3 

OTHERS MENTIONED: Alton Barncs 'snail' 92 (3)/Froxficld 'serpent' 9 1  (3)/Crawlcy Down 90 (3)/Chcrhill 93 (2)/'Mcrcury' 
92 (2)/Arras Hill 'star' 93 (2)/Manton 'ant' 9 1  (2)/'Swastika' 89/Bishops Cannings 93/Bickington 90/Callington 91/Guyhirn, 
Carobs 9 1/Allington Down/Pyecombe, Sussex 9 1 /Milk Hill/Windmill HiiUChute Causeway 'monkey tail' 92/Grasdorf, Germany 
9 1/The 'halo'/Westwoods, Lockeridge 91/0livcrs Castle 92/Windmill Hill 93/Moreshead 90/Stonehcngc 'Gaia'/Thc 'key' 
9 1/Woodford Rings 9 1/Upton Scudamore 92/Thrapston 6-ringer, Northants/Ogbourne MaiL.ey 90/'666'. West Overton 
93/Michill 92/'Wheelchair' #2 93 Not much change in the main order but Barbury's position is boosted and we see the 
arrival of some other favourites... Oh dear, this sounds like the pop charts doesn't it? 

Q.39 Which Sussex formation is your favourite? 

CELTIC CROSSES (UNSPECIFIED) 1 993 1 5  1 3  
SOMPTING 'CAPTAIN SCARLET' 1992 1 3  1 1  
SOMPTING CELTIC CROSS # I  1 993 8 6 
SOMPTING CELTIC CROSS #2 1 993 4 3 

OTHERS MENTIONED: 'Kebab'\'mexican cyclist' 93 (3 )/Patcham 'Mickey Mouse' 92 (3 )/Mill Hill insectogram 93 
(3)/Sompting triangular triplet 93 (2)/Shoreham cross 93 (2)/lmberhorne Farm, East Grinstead 93/Pyecombe 91/Rathfinny 
Farm, Alfriston 84 COMMENTS: "Are there any?"/"Where's Sussex?" As you can see, there's some confusion as to how 
many Sussex celtic crosses there were in 1993. There were in fact two nearly identical ones, which many don 't seem to 
realise. Incidentally, we didn't really expect non-Sussex people to answer this question, so don't feel guilty if you didn't. 

Q.40 What is your favourite crop circle book? 

CIRCULAR EVIDENCE 

(Delgado/ Andrews) 

THE CROP CIRCLE ENIGMA 

29 

2 1  

25 

1 8  

1 8  
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(Ed. Ralph Noyes) 

HARBINGERS OF WORLD CHANGE 1 8  1 5  
(Ed. Alick Bartholomew) 

CIPHERS IN THE CROPS 4 3 
(Ed. Beth Davis) 

CROP CIRCLE GEOMETRY 3 2 
(John Martineau) 

OTHERS MENTIONED: Spuren !m Korn (Jurgen Kronig)/Dowsing the Crop Circles (Ed. John Micheli)/Round in Circles (Jim 
Schnabel)/Crop Circles - A Mystery Solved (Fuller/Randles)/Crop Circles of 1991 (Busty Taylor) COMMENTS: "Never read 
any"/"Arn not particularly interested in other people's conclusions"/"The ability of the authors to communicate is most 
important"I"Come on guys - sense of humour! " (Round in Circles fan) What this entire section about books and videos 
reveals is how uninterested we are in other people's opinions! A shocking amount of people said they had never read any 
books on the subject ever ... hence the low vote count on show. Still, it's clear from this that for ma11y who have, the Delgado 
and Andrews tome is still considered the definitive item - time for an updated reissue .. ? (Though note how the same 
authors' The Latest Evidence doesn't appear anywhere in the survey!) 

Q.41 What is your least favourite crop circle book? 

ROUND IN CIRCLES 1 1  9 
(Jim Schnabel) 

THE CIRCLEMAKERS 8 6 
(Andrew Collins) 

CROP CIRCLES - A MYSTERY SOLVED 8 6 
(Fuller/Randlcs) 

CROP CIRCLE APOCALYPSE 7 6 
(John Macnish) 

CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE? 5 4 
(Pat Delgado) 

TERENCE MEADEN BOOKS 4 3 
(UNSPECIFIED) (Terence Meaden) 

OTHERS MENTIONED: Crop Circles of 1991 (Busty Taylor) (2)/Two-Thirds (Percy/Myers)/Circlesfrom the Sky (Ed. Terence 
Meaden)/Crop Circle Secrets (Ed. Donald L Cyr) COMMENTS: "Any debunking book"/"Silly question l "/"lf I don't like the 
look of them I don't buy them"/"1 haven't read any 'baddies"'/"Any which espouse hoax\debunking and lies"/"Anything by Jenny 
Randles!"/"None apart from debunking books"/"I avoid the name Jenny Randles . . .  "/"Pat should have called in some outside 
help" (Conclusive Evidence) I suppose the top result of this was never in much doubt, if only because people instinctively 

hate debunking books, and I'm sure Apocalypse would have been a very close contender if it had been out for longer - it had 
only just been published when this survey was conducted. It certainly should have beaten poor old Andy Col/ins' 
Circlemakers which even tops Randles and Fuller's tome in this category! Terence Meaden just gets a general slating as no
one seemed to know the titles of his books. We're all very kind actually, as far less people seemed willing to list a book for 
the least-favourite category, although perhaps that's because the bad ones don't get read by reputation ... 

Q.42 Wllat is your favourite crop circle videonv programme? 

CROP CIRCLE COMMUNIQUE 27 23 
(John Macnish) 

UNDENIABLE EVIDENCE 7 6 
(Colin Andrews) 

STRANGE CASE OF THE CROP 5 4 
CIRCLES (Channel 4's 'Equinox' series) 

MYSTERY OF THE CROP CIRCLES 4 3 
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(M ichad Hcsseman ) 

OTHERS ME NTION UJ 1 '/i,•tloJJJ<'II•'" ({irant Wakclicld) ( 2 )/Sightlll.�., ! US ) ( 2 )//cu lwll !m J... om ( Cicrmany)/. /oum<' l' 

(US)l\'atwnal ( icographu ( lJ S)/.?0•.:'0 segment ( U S )  COMMENTS "Forgi\e me" (CollllllliiiUJIH'!I" Hut \\hy not a full 

translation? Grrr t "  ( .\ /l·., t<'':V J/" Ha\ e there been any good ones'/" Ft•.\, the auful truth i.\ that John Macni.\h i.\ .\till the 

creator of the he.\t t:rop drde vitlt•o ever mat/e . . .  anti one oj the wor.\t (.\ee helmt'). Funny oltl worltl, i.\n 't it? 

Q.43 Wllat is your /east favourite crop circle video/TV programme? 

STRANGE CASE OF THE CROP 1 3  I I 
C I RCLES < Channel -''s 'Equinox' senes) 

REVRATION S COMMUNIQl lE  1 1  7 6 
(Joh n Macnish) 

OTHERS MFNTIONED. ,\ /pterv of the Crop Cm lc•Y ( Michacl Hesscman l ( 1 )1\atwna/ Ueograpluc (US)  ( 2 )//'henollwnon 

(Grant Wakefield)/Rmgs Round . lrthur ('1)//lemz l l 'o/f BBC programme in 80's COMMENTS : "Made hght of the 
phenomenon" (.\'at Geo)/" Ver;:.· tedious" (;\ �vste�v . .  ) A deserved placing for Eqwnox which prohah(l' did more damage to 
circle-credihility with the infamou.f hoax-dowsing set-up than any other .\·ingle event, hut a re.fult which almost certainly 

would have been overtaken had more people seen it.f runner-up ...  

Q.44 Wllicll crop circle magazines/publications do you subscribe to? 

SUSSEX CI RCULAR 62 5 3  
THE CI RCULAR (CCCS) 58 50 
THE CEREALOGIST 4 7 40 
CPR I NTERNATIONAL 8 6 
NEWSLElTER (Colin Andrews) 

THE CROP WATCHER (Paul Fuller) 7 6 
CIRCLES RESEARCH 5 4 
NEWSLETTER (Maria Ward) 

THE C I RCULAR REVIEW 5 4 
(East Midlands CCCS) 

OTHERS MENTIONED: Xorth /�'ngland ('( '('.\' Bulletin ( 1 )/Kinrlm/ Spin/ ( J )IN�·ing ,\'aucer Rel'iew ( 2 )/Fnigma ( 2 )1.\orlh 

America Report/llorderlands/C( '('.\' ( 'a/if(lrnia .\'elr.\/eller/Cornwa/1 .\ews/eller/ HiK Report/( 'm·u/ar , I wareness 

COMMENTS "The Circular is getting better� George (Wingfield) needs to leave Cerealogist until he's finished exploring this 

negative path he's presently on"/"Droppcd some due to continued emphasis on hoaxing rather than serious research and 

representation. got too side-tracked from research" No real surprises in the top three as se launched the survey. However ... 
bearing in mind the significant readership figures of Se, what this section reveals is how relatively few .fuhscrihers actually 
bothered to fill their questionnaire.\ in - ./7% of respondents were from outsitle .wmrce.s, notahly the VS . . .  

Q.45 Wllicll is your favourite crop circle magazine/publication? 

SUSSEX C I RCULAR 39 33 
THE CIRCULAR 1 5  1 3  
THE CEREALOG I ST 1 0  8 

OTHERS MENTION ED: Kllldred .\'pin t  ( 2 )17he Informer ( l )tfhe C ircular Re1·iew/1he Crop l l 'alther/Cormm/1 Sews/eller 

COMMENTS: "SC - the Vi;. of crop circle journals"/"Used to be The Cerealogist - now the Sussex Circular"/"The Cerealogisl 

before John Michell lcft"/"The Circular for data and info. SC for wit and charm"/"Sussex as it's fun to read as well as 

i nformative" I" Read all " ith a\ id interest :  all ha,·e gi\  en  rise to a raised eyebrow from t ime to  time"/" SC - by  far" I" I l ike  them all  

the same" Gee, shucks . . .  you 're all too kintl. 

T H A N K  YOU TO E V E RYON E W H O  TOOK PART I N  T H I S  S U R V E Y  

This survey Copyright ( C )  1 994, Sussex Circular 
Brief references may be made but  please do not  use lengthy quotations from th is  document without 

permission of the Editor of SC.  
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